Siemens clamp-on flowmeters
Rental and flow measurement services

Do you need to measure flow, but can’t cut into the pipe?
The Siemens clamp-on flowmeter rental program gives you a non-intrusive way to capture all of your required flow measurements. We provide quick delivery with rental options which eliminate your capital expenses and handling and maintenance costs. Siemens is committed to prompt delivery of first rate equipment, technical know how, and unsurpassed product knowledge to meet your specific needs.

We provide industries that must accurately measure liquid, gas, or thermal energy flow in any part of their operation. Virtually every industry currently using conventional flowmeters can benefit from the services we provide.

A sample of industries served:

• Aircraft production
• Aircraft ground support
• Chemical production
• Facility management
• Food products (sanitary)
• Fossil fuel, hydro
• Gas distribution
• Gas pipeline
• Gas storage
• HVAC
• Maritime
• Oil production
• Oil transportation
• Power generation – nuclear
• Pulp and paper
• Steel production
• Water and wastewater
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Siemens Rental Program
The Siemens rental program offers liquid, gas, and energy flowmeters for rental on a weekly basis to fit even the smallest budget. This program is ideal for proving applications and situations requiring fast, short term, immediate response to your flow monitoring needs. In most cases, portable equipment can be shipped rapidly after receipt of order.

Sample Applications
• Existing flowmeter verification
• Temporary flow measurement
• Pump performance
• Leakage detection
• Balancing
• Energy efficiency and optimization
• Gas distribution modeling

Transit-Time and Doppler Technology
All of our flowmeters come with transit-time and doppler technology capability which allows for flow measurement, whether the liquid is clean or dirty.

Datalogging Capability
All flowmeters have a built-in datalogger to log all of your required variables. The datalogger is easily downloadable onto your PC/Mac.

Certificate of Calibration
All of our equipment comes with an NIST traceable certificate of intrinsic calibration.

Phone Support Included
Technical phone support is provided at no charge to assist you with your installation: 1-800-333-7421.

Siemens On-Site Assistance
Siemens provides additional services by offering a flow measurement expert to make all your necessary measurements. A detailed report will be provided upon completion. This service is separate from the equipment rental, so please be sure to ask for this service if required.

Used Equipment Purchase Program
Used rental equipment is also available for sale. Economically priced equipment is fully tested, and covered by a full one (1) year warranty.

For more information call:
1-800-365-8766 or e-mail piabusales.industry@siemens.com
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